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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The place of labor law relations of civil servants in the system of relations between state administration and labor contract, its theoretical-conceptual and legal basis were analyzed in the article. There were touched upon the elements which combine labor of civil servants in the system of relations of state administration and labor contract character.

Theoretical framework: Labor relations of civil servants have complex composition elements. Implementation of these relations in state bodies is one of the main factors which stipulates the complexity of its composition. Another factor includes the possibility of implementation of mainly two constitutional rights of the citizens of the Republic of Azerbaijan – right to work and right to take part in governing the state.

Design/methodology/approach: This research uses a type of mixed method. Along with the organization and activity of state power and state administrative bodies in accordance with the legislation, state administrative relations, in accordance with their status and competence, arises in connection with the implementation of the objectives and functions of the state. Public relations forming the subject of legal regulation of civil service relations are the legal model of public relations fixed in the legislation on civil service.

Findings: Labor relations of civil servants act as the part of system of civil service legal relations. Here mainly, legal relations on two aspects attract more attention. One of these relations is the legal relations arising on state administration based on the principle of power-subordination. And the other are the legal relations arising on the implementation of the constitutional right to work in state bodies based on the principle of freedom of labor and on the labor contract. The main subject of the both legal relations is civil servants. This aspect combines labor law relations of civil servants in the system of relations of state administration and labor contract character.

Research, Practical & Social implications: The state administrative relations are established, changed and terminated in relation with organization and activity of the state government and state administrative bodies in accordance with the current legislation, as well as implementation of missions and functions of the state in accordance with their status and authorities. Administrative relations making the subject of legal regulation of civil service relations are legal model of the administrative relations identified in the legislation on civil service.

Originality/value: The civil service is one of the main provision means of implementation of state government and state administration.
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ESTADO ADMINISTRATIVO E CARÁTER CONTRATUAL DAS RELAÇÕES DE DIREITO DO TRABALHO DOS FUNCIONÁRIOS CIVIL

RESUMO

Objetivo: O lugar das relações de direito do trabalho dos funcionários públicos no sistema de relações entre a administração estatal e o contrato de trabalho, sua base teórico-conceitual e legal foram analisados no artigo. Foram abordados os elementos que combinam o trabalho dos funcionários públicos no sistema de relações de administração estatal e caráter de contrato de trabalho.

Quadro teórico: As relações laborais dos funcionários públicos têm elementos de composição complexos. A implementação dessas relações em órgãos estatais é um dos principais fatores que estipula a complexidade de sua composição. Outro fator inclui a possibilidade de aplicação de, principalmente, dois direitos constitucionais dos cidadãos da República do Azerbaijão - o direito de trabalhar e o direito de participar no governo do Estado.

Projeto/metodologia/abordagem: Esta pesquisa utiliza um tipo de método misto. Juntamente com a organização e atividade do poder do Estado e dos órgãos administrativos do Estado de acordo com a legislação, as relações administrativas do Estado, de acordo com seu status e competência, surgem em conexão com a implementação dos objetivos e funções do Estado. As relações públicas que constituem o objeto da regulamentação jurídica das relações da função pública são o modelo jurídico das relações públicas estabelecido na legislação relativa à função pública.

Constatações: As relações trabalhistas dos funcionários públicos atuam como parte do sistema de relações jurídicas da função pública. Aqui, principalmente, as relações jurídicas sobre dois aspectos atraem mais atenção. Uma dessas relações é a das relações jurídicas que surgem na administração do Estado com base no princípio da subordinação do poder. E o outro são as relações jurídicas decorrentes da implementação do direito constitucional de trabalhar em órgãos do Estado de acordo com o princípio da liberdade de trabalho e no contrato de trabalho. O principal tema das duas relações jurídicas é a função pública. Este aspecto combina as relações de direito do trabalho dos funcionários públicos no sistema de relações de administração estatal e caráter de contrato de trabalho.

Investigação, implicações práticas e sociais: As relações administrativas do Estado são estabelecidas, alteradas e terminadas em relação à organização e atividade do governo do Estado e órgãos administrativos do Estado de acordo com a legislação atual, bem como a implementação de missões e funções do Estado de acordo com o seu estatuto e autoridades. As relações administrativas que tratam da regulação jurídica das relações da função pública são o modelo jurídico das relações administrativas identificadas na legislação relativa à função pública.

Originalidade/valor: O serviço público é um dos principais meios de implementação do governo e da administração do estado.


CARÁCTER ADMINISTRATIVO ESTATAL Y CONTRACTUAL DE LAS RELACIONES LABORALES DE LOS FUNCIONARIOS PÚBLICOS

RESUMEN

Objetivo: Se analizó el lugar de las relaciones de derecho laboral de los funcionarios públicos en el sistema de relaciones entre la administración del Estado y el contrato de trabajo, su fundamento teórico-conceptual y jurídico. Se abordaron los elementos que combinan el trabajo de los funcionarios públicos en el sistema de relaciones de la administración del Estado y el carácter contractual del trabajo.

Marco teórico: Las relaciones laborales de los funcionarios tienen elementos de composición complejos. La implementación de estas relaciones en los órganos estatales es uno de los principales factores que estipula la complejidad de su composición. Otro factor incluye la posibilidad de hacer efectivos principalmente dos derechos constitucionales de los ciudadanos de la República de Azerbaiyán: el derecho al trabajo y el derecho a participar en el gobierno del Estado.

Diseño/metodología/enfoque: Esta investigación utiliza un tipo de método mixto. Junto con la organización y la actividad del poder del Estado y de los órganos administrativos del Estado de conformidad con la legislación, las relaciones administrativas del Estado, de conformidad con su condición y competencia, surgen en relación con el cumplimiento de los objetivos y funciones del Estado. Las relaciones públicas que constituyen el objeto de la reglamentación jurídica de las relaciones de la administración pública son el modelo jurídico de relaciones públicas establecido en la legislación sobre la administración pública.

Conclusiones: Las relaciones laborales de los funcionarios públicos forman parte del sistema de relaciones jurídicas de la administración pública. Aquí, principalmente, las relaciones jurídicas en dos aspectos atraen más atención. Una de estas relaciones son las relaciones jurídicas que surgen en la administración del Estado sobre la base del principio de la subordinación del poder. Y el otro son las relaciones jurídicas que surgen sobre la...
aplicación del derecho constitucional al trabajo en los órganos estatales sobre la base del principio de la libertad de trabajo y del contrato de trabajo. El tema principal de ambas relaciones jurídicas son los funcionarios públicos. Este aspecto combina las relaciones laborales de los funcionarios públicos en el sistema de relaciones de la administración del Estado y el carácter contractual del trabajo.

**Investigación, implicaciones prácticas y sociales:** Las relaciones administrativas estatales se establecen, cambian y terminan en relación con la organización y actividad del gobierno estatal y los órganos administrativos estatales de acuerdo con la legislación actual, así como la implementación de las misiones y funciones del estado de acuerdo con su condición y autoridades. Las relaciones administrativas que son objeto de regulación jurídica de las relaciones de la función pública son un modelo jurídico de las relaciones administrativas identificadas en la legislación sobre la función pública.

**Originalidad/valor:** La función pública es uno de los principales medios de prestación de servicios para la aplicación del gobierno y la administración estatales.

**Palabras clave:** Administración Pública, Funcionarios Públicos, Relaciones Administrativas del Estado, Relaciones Laborales y Jurídicas, Contrato Laboral.

**INTRODUCTION**

The process of state-building in the Republic of Azerbaijan is conditioned with complex reforms and durable nature. The efficient and purposeful reforms founded by the national leader Heydar Aliyev being regularly continued and developed are successfully implemented by the President of Azerbaijan Republic Ilham Aliyev. One of the missions these reforms put forward is provision of an expediency and efficiency in state administration. Professional civil service activity holds a great place among the factors conditioning expediency and efficiency in state administration. The civil service is one of the main provision means of implementation of state government and state administration.

Highly evaluating significance of the civil service the President of Azerbaijan Republic Ilham Aliyev noted that “To work in a civil service of the independent Azerbaijan Republic is very honorable for any person. It means that this citizen is trusted to be in the first rows of building of an independent and democratic state and civil society. Every person should know that to be in a civil service is not a privilege, it is a responsibility. It is an opportunity to serve to the people. Not depending on the level and significance of the held position, the civil servant should remember that he is the servant of the nation and his main duty is to serve to the people and to take care of them (Aliyev, 2014, p. 77-78).

These ideas put forward by the president of Azerbaijan Republic Ilham Aliyev bear a great significance from scientific and theoretical, as well from practical point of view, they combine in themselves social, political, legal, moral, ethical, psychological and other important peculiarities and impose a number of duties before Azerbaijan science, including law.

The norms regulating legal relations of the civil service and defining the status of the civil servants make the main part of different legal areas, mainly Constitution, administrative,
labor and social provision legislature systems. Besides it, uniting these norms lay ground for establishment of independent legal area- the state civil service law, systematization of legislation on civil service, consolidation of it in a single legislative act, consolidation of it in a codex, i.e. acceptance of the civil Service Codex of Azerbaijan Republic.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Evaluating activity of the civil servants the President of Azerbaijan Republic Ilham Aliyev noted that at the modern time when dynamic development processes are taking place in all spheres of our country and when perspective social and economic development programs are being implemented the civil servants have new and modern requirements before them. Being a sample of high professionalism, competence, morality and spirituality, they should gain respect for the official organs by their activity, behavior, decisions and actions they perform and should inspire the citizens for purposes and missions of the state policy. The civil servants should be guided by law supremacy, loyalty to their positional obligations, humanism, social justice principles, and coordinate the interests of the citizen with the interest of the state (Aliyev, 2014, p.77).

According to Academician R.A.Mehdiyev, in a modern time efficient state administration is built on the unity of legal, political and so-called “state management” principles and activity of the civil servants is evaluated according to the main criteria of the management (Mehdiyev, 2015, p. 8). According to Prof. A.Z.Abdullayev, there are different approaches in the social science to the “civil service” concept. The following two approaches are more preferable: - as a particular type of labor activity; as a legal institution of the state (Gandilov, 2010, p. 259). As one of the results of the extensive scientific analyzes, Prof. A.H.Rzayev states that a high-level civil service plays an important role in an efficient activity of a civil and democratic state, in one of the important institutions of state administration apparatus –in the activity of the state apparatus and gives a dynamics to them (Rzayev, 2012, p. 20). G.V.Atamanchuk considers that the civil service is a practical and professional activity of the citizens for implementation of missions and functions of the state via performance of the state positions founded in the state organs (Atamanchuk, 2008, p.137). According to D.N.Bakhrakh, the civil service is first of all a state service, i.e. is a certain activity for implementation of functions and missions in the state organizations upon the state’s tasks and for a salary (Bakhrakh, 1998, p.5).
Changes in the government system, government regulations on Civil Servants and demands for IT mastery in government duties become threats if the capabilities of Civil Servants are not updated following the changes that occur. On the other hand, the community's demand to get excellent service from the government apparatus becomes a threat if the capabilities of Civil Servants are not able to respond to what the community wants (Kusuma et al., 2023).

“Civil servants holding administrative and auxiliary posts in legislative bodies do not participate in law creation, modification and termination. In the legislative bodies, they realize administrative and legal functions. Civil service has the regulatory, coordination and control functions.

One of the features of the civil service in the legislative bodies is that civil servants must be professionals with comprehensive theoretical and practical knowledge. Comprehensive knowledge and professionalism include social, political, legal, managerial, organizational and other spheres necessary for governing a state” (Mammadov, 2018, p.6).

According to Prof. A.M.Gasimov, social relations assume a form of legal relations if there are two conditions. Firstly, these social relations are needed to be reflected in people’s willful behavior acts. Secondly, it should necessarily be regulated by appropriate legal norms (Gasimov, 2007, p. 107). Based on the contract between the parties with equal rights, and unlike the individual right protecting individual interest of an individual or a collective subject, “Social legal norms are directed to general welfare and protection of state interests and are a part of a valid legal system related with the authorities of the state and organizational – governing activity and implementation of social mission and duties” (Theory of the state and law, 2011, p. 5).

As one of the characteristics typical for the social right it can be noted that one of the participants of the social legal relations have authorities in relation with the others. No common idea has been formed about the issue about the social and individual and legal character of the legal relations of the civil servants. The essence of the assumptions put forward by the specialists on labor right is that the relations about enrollment of the civil servants to the state civil service, their activity there and termination of their activity are labor legal relations (Ivanov et al, 2004, p. 10).
DATA AND METHODOLOGY

From this point of view it can be said that at present time the state civil service legislation is in the final stage of formation as an independent law area. Analysis of each worker category with different status separately, as well as legal regulation of labor relations of civil servants from scientific point of view is one of the important missions in the modern constitution and labor law sciences. The civil servants get a special worker status by implementing constitutional labor law in the state organs. They enter to the raw of subjects of labor law as the worker category with a special status. Determination of the position of labor legal relations of civil servers in the system of state administration and labor contract relations, analysis of its theoretical, conceptual and legal bases, defining the solution ways of practical problems are of great importance. According to the above mentioned, it can be said that the issue about uniting the labor relations of the civil servants in state administration and labor contract relations system is characterized by urgency both from scientific and theoretical and practical aspect.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We think that one of the main priority directions of the modern state administration consists of improvement of the existing legal bases, creation of new administrative mechanisms, systematization of the state government and state administrative bodies, formation of a corps of professional civil servants, efficient usage of the potential of the civil servants, increasing the level of service and professionalism, and provision of efficient usage of management practice and labor.

“In the sphere of state power management, legislature has the greatest responsibilities. Time-appropriate legislative activity is one of the necessary prerequisites for modern development. Laws adopted by the legislative body should be focused on real, most popular social relations. Thus, the legislative branch of government will ensure the realization of legislative tasks and functions of the State Thus, effective laws are an important part of public policy implementation through the legal rules, legal policy formation and positive attitude of citizens to the law-making activities of the state. This directly depends on the consequences predicted for the adopted laws. In our opinion, such an approach is one of the major means improving the quality of legal regulation of public relations. Its first goal is to forecast and analyses both the planned and unplanned results of proposed bills. This, in turn, can lead to social, political, economic, material and moral life of society; optimize the legal system,
methods and forms of impact that rights have on international and other social relations” (Mammadov, 2018).

Social relations emerging in the sphere of state administration are regulated by the legal acts adopted by the state government and state administration. The state administrative relations can be expressed in narrow and wide meanings as follows.

In a narrow meaning the state administrative relations can be explained as a complex of social relations in which the interests of the state are expressed. In a wide meaning, they can be explained as a complex of social relations emerging in the sphere of implementation of missions and functions of the state in accordance with the Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic and other legislative acts.

Organization and activity of state administrative relations are implemented in accordance with the existing legislation of the state government and state administrative bodies and they are changed or terminated in accordance with the missions and functions of the state.

According to the above-mentioned, it can be said that labor relations of the civil servants contain complex integral parts. Implementation of these relations in state government and state administrative bodies is one of the main factors conditioning its complex character.

Another factor is that it contains mainly two constitutional rights of the citizens of Azerbaijan Republic- labor right and the right of participation in the state administration. So, in the 35th article of the Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic the “Labor right” and in the 55th article “The right of participation in the state administration” confirms the above-mentioned. Constitutional norms combine labor relations of civil servants with the state administrative and labor contractual relations.

According to R.A.Mehdiyev, the civil service is a field of activity having a great significance in consolidation of state-building of independent Azerbaijan Republic, in implementation of social and economic programs, in cultural development and generally, in regulation of different spheres of the society.

The main missions of civil service include provision of rights and freedoms of the citizens given to them in accordance with the Constitution and other legislative acts, preparation of decisions within framework of authority of the state organs, their adoption, execution and supervision on it its execution, as well as provision of implementation of efficient activity of state organs and positional duties by the civil servants (Mehdiyev, 2006, p. 575). The authors of the state and law theories rightly note that “classification of legal relations is carried out by legal regulation methods- administrative relations based on mutual governmental relations of
subjects and contractual relations inherent to equality of the parties” (Golovistikova & Dmitryev, 2005, p. 541). To my opinion, alongside the other spheres, this classification directly includes in itself characteristics of labor legal relations of civil servants. Both of the above-mentioned peculiarities attract attention while implementation of legal relations of civil service. According to the theoretical provisions and legislation on civil service, it can be said that the legal relations emerging upon activity of the civil servants contain both administrative relations based on mutual governmental relations, and the relations arising from labor contract including in it legal equality of the parties.

Complexity of the legal relations emerging upon the activity of the civil servants is the indicator of their state-legal status. The bases of this activity is the constitutional labor right. The complex of norms regulating social relations included to the subject of the labor right contains specific provisions in it.

Supporting these ideas, it should be noted that this approach has been confirmed in Labor Codex of Azerbaijan Republic (hereafter, LC AR) (Labor Codex of Azerbaijan Republic, 2022), in the Law of Azerbaijan Republic on Civil Service (Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan On Civil Service, 2001) taking into consideration different categories of the workers, as well as the peculiarities of the legal regulation of the labor of civil servants and in other appropriate normative legal acts regulating civil service relations, also in the Convention №151 dated on June, 27, 1978 of International Labor Organization on “Protection of organizational right of employment in civil service and the method of determination of employment conditions” (Labour Relations (Public Service) Convention, 1978) ratified by Azerbaijan Republic, as well as in the Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic (Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic, 2022) regulating labor rights of everyone. Convention No. 151 states in Article 4: “Public employees shall enjoy adequate protection against acts of anti-union discrimination in respect of their employment. Such protection shall apply more particularly in respect of acts calculated to-- (a) make the employment of public employees subject to the condition that they shall not join or shall relinquish membership of a public employees' organisation; (b) cause the dismissal of or otherwise prejudice a public employee by reason of membership of a public employees' organisation or because of participation in the normal activities of such an organisation” (Labour Relations (Public Service) Convention, 1978). “In many countries, the Constitution, complemented by national legislation, gives public employees the right to collective bargaining. Although the regulatory framework governing labour relations vary from country to country, the principle of bargaining in the public service is very similar across geographic
regions. In general, labour relations in the public service are governed by separate laws” (Casale & Tenkorang, 2008).

Specific peculiarities of legal regulation of labor relations of civil servants do not change the nature of these relations, only includes in it different approach to the subject of salary of civil servants. Some representatives of labor right agree that the service in military forces, in the organs of internal affairs, in frontier troops, in intelligence and counter-intelligence agencies do not refer to the subject of the labor right and that they make the subject of administrative right (Labor law, 2003, p. 9). In this case we mean only law and enforcement and military service. But in some cases, changes are applied paying attention to the tendency of combination of appropriate relations emerging upon labor – (e.g. military service referring to labor right field, and it, in its turn, will have a new direction) (18 Gusov & Tolkunova, 2004, p. 29). Conceptually, organizational commitment is characterized by three things: (1) There is a strong sense of trust and one's acceptance of organizational goals and values, (2) There is a person's desire to make serious efforts for the sake of the organization, (3) There is a strong desire to maintain membership in an organization (Bogar, 2023). The compensation system, including remuneration, procedures, and performance appraisals, has been standardized in formal contracts. The career path, rank, class, and compensation system uses a clear hierarchical system; it applies to all elements of the organization (Sunarta et al., 2023).

To our opinion, the bases of the activity of this category of people are implementation of a constitutional labor right. We think that one of the main elements characterizing social and legal aspects of social relations regulating civil service is a legal model of social relations determined in the legislation about civil service. Besides the legal model of the legal relations of the civil service, theoretical analyzes also is of great importance. One of the main characteristic aspects of the social and individual nature of legal relations of the civil service is coincidence of the elements referring to the structure of it with the labor legal relations. The elements referring to the structure of the legal relations of labor and civil service, naturally, do not coincide completely. This characteristic arises from social – legal nature of the legal relations of civil service.

The representatives of labor legal theory paid a special attention to the labor legal relations in their works and presented them in an extensive way. Referring to the hired nature of the civil service, the representatives of labor legal science claim that labor relations of the civil servants can be referred to the subject of labor law (Labor law, 2003, p.9). Prof. A.M.Gasimov (and others) considers that nature of the labor relations of civil servants
characterize these relations as service relations (serving) (Gasımov et al., 2015, p. 137). According to the authors, “unity of labor law is proved by the collection of indestructible internal relations of norms regulating social relations in labor law field. Unity is characterized with determination of general aim and duties of legal regulation, specificity of the mutual legal impact to the social relations containing the subject of the regulation, equality of the main labor rights and duties, commonness of their realization. Specificity of legal impact means to the social relations making the subject of the legal regulation shows itself in coordination of centralized and local, contractual and governmental regulation, as well as participation of the employees in determination of labor legal norms” (Gasımov et al., 2015, p.12). Y.B.Khokhlov notes that “the mechanism of legal regulation of the social labor being almost formed from the legal aspect in the statics appears as a certain system of legal norms and legal institutions and in the dynamics as the set of legal relations. Therefore, it can be determined as the mechanism of legal regulation of labor relations and from one hand, as an economic mechanism this concept covers both categories (objective and subjective categories) of the law, and on another hand its implementation (Course on Russian labor law, 2007, p.141). Agreeing with this assumption put forward by Y.B.Khokhlov it can be concluded that the mechanism of legal regulation of labor relations appears as a set of legal relations in its dynamics.

Taking into consideration of specific characteristics of legal regulation of the labor of civil servants N.G.Alexandrov considers that “the relations related with civil service of judges or the officials with authorities are regulated by the social law” (22 Soviet labor law, 1972, s.30). According to E.N.Banderenko, “it should not be forgotten that in fact regulation of service relations via individual and collective contract is excluded, and this case leads to emergence of serious differences in legal situation of subjects traditional for labor law. Besides it, majority of conditions of labor contract with a civil servant even the party of the labor contract is determined not with a public administrative body, but directly with the state” (Bondarenko, 2004, p. 61). E.B.Khokhlov holding a right position states that “the role of the labor contract on the basis of labor (service) relations is only legal factor. It is an agreement about entering to the civil service with the conditions not pre-determined in the contract (Labor legislation of Russia, 2013, p.279). The civil servant is not only a hired employee, he is also a person speaking on behalf of the state, protecting the interests of the state, and society (26 Cherpanov & Ivanov, 2008, p.79)

In the administrative law theory civil service relations are mainly divided into two groups: the relations emerging in the process of organization of the civil service and the
relations emerging during carrying out the civil service in practice. The relations referring to
the first group and entering to the system of out-of-apparatus legal relations condition the legal
relations of the civil service and bears administrative and legal nature. According to
A.M.Abdullayev and F.T.Naghiyev, administrative legal norms regulating state building issues
makes an independent institution of administrative law (3 Abdullayev & Naghiyev, 2008, p.
69). V.A.Yusupov considers that the legal institutions providing and detecting principles of the
civil service, its implementation rules, positional authorities and obligations of civil servants,
attestation of employees are characterized with two peculiarities: similarity and homogeneity
of administrative relations regulated by them and specific manifestation of administrative and
legal method of influence of social relations to this group (28 Yusupov, 1985, p. 44). The
second-group relations act as an integral part of in-apparatus legal relations and as a rule, are
included to the field of labor legal relations. L.I.Chikanova rightly considers that service and
labor legal relations are within the state-service (administrative-legal) relations and they are
included to the content of the latter (27 Chikanova, 2005, p. 17). To our opinion, development
of the legislation about the civil service as a result led to emergence of specialization in the
field of regulation of in-apparatus relations regulated by the labor legal norms. However,
although the civil service according to its formal content identifies in itself analogical legal
norms, it is not possible completely to release the civil service legal institution from the
influence of legal norms. According to the above-mentioned, it can be said that individual legal
methods are used during regulation of legal relations within framework of in-apparatus relations.
According to the legal nature of civil service legal relations are administrative-legal
relations. Besides it, scientific-theoretical and normative provisions show that separate methods
containing individual –legal regulation method are used. At the same time, it should be taken
into consideration that civil servants during implementation of civil service do not have the
legal status equal to the heads of the state administrative bodies that have employed them. The
civil service legal relations emerging in the process of organization of the civil service have
administrative-legal, in other words, social –legal nature, however in-apparatus civil service
legal relations have individual –legal nature. Civil service legal relations are characterized as
the set of administrative legal relations containing in it complex internal components.

According to the law, the civil service: “Civil service is the performance by civil
servants their official duties in the area of implementation of state objectives and functions in
accordance with the Constitution and of the Republic of Azerbaijan” (Law of the Republic of
Azerbaijan On Civil Service, 2001). The main part of the normative provisions of the Law of
Azerbaijan Republic about Civil Service regulates legal status of civil servants, as well as their labor legal relations. In the 34th article of the Law of Azerbaijan Republic on Civil Service it is said that “Other issues related to performance of civil service not regulated by this Law and legislation acts passed in accordance with this Law shall be regulated by labour legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan” (Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan On Civil Service, 2001). In the 34th article of the Law a norm is given for subsidiary legal regulation of labor right norms of civil service legal relations.

In the second part of the 5th article of LC AR called “Other work places and employees to which this Codex is applied” it is stated that “This Codex refers to civil servants, as well as employees of prosecution, police and other law enforcement bodies taking into consideration peculiarities determined with normative legal acts regulating their legal status. If labor, social and economic rights of these servants have not been covered in these normative legal acts, then the appropriate norms given in this Codex are applied to them” (Labor Codex of Azerbaijan Republic, 2022).

According to the 35th article of the Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic called “Labor Right” it is stated that “Labor is the bases of individual and social welfare. Everyone has a right to choose an activity field, profession, specialization and work place in accordance with his labor abilities. No one can be made work against his will. Labor contracts are freely concluded. No one can be made to conclude a labor contract against his will.” (Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic, 2022).

According to Prof. A.M. Gasimov, citizens in the labor market implement the labor right mainly in the following ways: conclusion of a labor contract; becoming a member of a joint stock company; to enter the civil service; private entrepreneurship. Implementation of the labor right is conditioned in the first case with the citizen, in the second case with the assumption of the employer, in the third case with additional legal facts as appointment or election to a position (Gasimov, 2007, p. 221).

In the first part of the 42nd article of the Labor Codex of Azerbaijan Republic called “Parties of a Labor Contract” it is stated that “Labor contracts are concluded freely. If a man does not make or does not want to make labor relations, he cannot be made to conclude a labor contract” (Labor Codex of Azerbaijan Republic, 2022). According to the 28.6 article of the Law of Azerbaijan Republic on Civil Service, if no other rule is designed in the legislation, and if the recommendation is positive, the probationer is accepted to the civil service by concluding a contract for six months test period. … If the labor contract is not terminated during the test
Mammadov, O. J. U. (2023)
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period, then once that time is over, in accordance with the conditions of the contract, the head of the state organ gives an order about accepting that person to the civil service and concludes an appropriate labor contract with him (Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan On Civil Service, 2001).

In labor law science simple and complex bases of establishment of labor legal relations are distinguished. Prof. A.M. Gasimov’s assumptions related with this issue are of great importance. According to the author, “as a rule, labor contract acts as the bases in establishment of labor legal rights. There is a direct instruction about it in the 7th article of LC AR. But in some cases, only labor contract is not enough for establishment of labor legal relations, i.e. labor legislation concludes it with several legal acts. As the set, these legal acts acting as the bases of the labor legal relations own a complex legal content. Existence of these complex contents, first of all, is distinguished with specificity of labor of separate categories of workers, and complexity and responsibility of the work they carry out” (Gasımov, 2007, p. 121). One of this type of such categories of workers is civil servants. The civil servants in their turn have internal classification.

In the 7th article (“Regulation of labor relations with legislation and contract”) of the LC AR it is stated that “Excepting 2-1 part of the 7th article of this Codex, labor relations are established once the notification of the labor contract is registered in the electron information system by means of an electron signature and this information is sent to the employer in an electronic way”. 

In the 2-1 part of the above –mentioned article it is stated that “The labor relations with the employed workers adopted to relevant positions (professions) of the state organs the list of which is confirmed by an appropriate executive government are established once the labor contract between them is concluded on the paper.” As it seems, the labor contract acts as a legal fact creating a right. Conclusion of the labor contract conditions establishment of labor legal relations. Besides it, it should be noted that labor legal relations can exist in different forms.

In the Decree (The List of the positions (professions) created when labor relations in the state organs are concluded in a written form on the paper, 2014) of the President of Azerbaijan Republic dated on July, 08, 2014, “The List of the positions (professions) created when labor relations in the state organs are concluded in a written form on the paper” is confirmed. According to this Decree, that list includes the positions election or appointment of which is carried out by Milli Majlis of Azerbaijan Republic; the positions appointment of which is
carried out by the President of Azerbaijan Republic or Cabinet of Ministers of Azerbaijan Republic with the instruction of the President of Azerbaijan Republic; the positions election or appointment of which are carried out by the Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic or the chairman of the Supreme Assembly of Nakhchivan Autonomous Republic; special ranks in prosecution, justice, emergency situations, migration service, internal affairs, customs, tax, foreign affairs and special service bodies; positions held by the civilian employees engaged in intelligence and counter-intelligence activity.

To our opinion, the provisions stated in the legislation once again confirm that labor relations of civil servants refer to administrative-legal and individual-legal relations system. Legal relations are not mandatorily bear administrative-legal and individual-legal character. Legislative system about civil service includes the norms about different legal fields making a single unity. Nature and diversity of legal relations of civil service are also confirmed by S.V.Dorokhov’s scientific assumptions about lack of an exact border between social and individual right. According to the author, it conditions possibility of transition of formal elements of social and individual right to different legal field (Dorokhin, 2008, p. 45).

As one of the part of the legal relations of civil service – employer is the state; another part is a civil servant. Consequently, as the subject of legal relations of civil service, the state, the heads of state government and state administrative bodies act as employers. Here bilateral legal subjectivity attracts attention: legal relations established between the civil servant and the state; legal relations established between the head of the state organ representing the state, and the civil servant. Civil servants are not ordinary workers adopted to the state service individually. As the subject of the constitutional and administrative right, the civil servants have special status and authorities. The civil servants act as the representatives of the administrative government. Therefore, they have a right to make decisions of state governmental and state administrative character. From the point of view of salary, it can be said that the civil servants are the category of workers with a special status.

One of the main characteristics of the legal relations object of civil service is that these relations are not for gaining personal aims, but for implementation of missions and functions of the state in accordance with the Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic and other legislative acts. The content of legal relations of the civil service consists of special rights, duties, terminations, prohibitions and provisions based on the principles of the civil service.

According to the legislation on the civil service, the civil servants undergo civil service depending on the legal status. Taking into consideration the state service being a complex legal
institution and making a unity together with a legislation system, existence of service-labor concept in a scientific turnover, civil service being one of the types of professional activity, civil servants being the category of workers of a special rank and other aspects, it can be said that the norms of labor law influences on the activity of all civil servants caring out mission and functions of the state, state government and administrative bodies of all categories.

Labor legal norms hold a special place in legal regulation of administrative relations established in civil service field, as well as in legal regulation of labor relation of civil servants. From this point of view it can be said that separate norms of labor legislation are performed as the provisions of the normative legal act without undergoing serious changes, just being modified in a necessary level taking into consideration specific peculiarities of each civil service activity.

CONCLUSION

As the conclusion of the conducted scientific analyzes the followings can be stated. The main priority directions of modern state administration consist of improvement of existing legal basis, establishment of a new administration mechanism, systemization of a state government and state administration bodies, formation of a corps of professional civil servants, usage of potential of civil servants, increase of their service and professionalism level, provision of efficient usage of administration experience and labor.

Social relations established in the state administration field are regulated by the legal acts adopted by the state government and state administration bodies. The state administrative relations can be expressed in narrow and wide meanings as follows.

In the narrow meaning, the state administrative relations can be called the complex of administrative relations in which the interest of the state is expressed, in the wide meaning they can be called the set of administrative relations established in the field of implementation of the missions and functions of the state in accordance with the Constitution of Azerbaijan Republic and other legislative acts.

The state administrative relations are established, changed and terminated in relation with organization and activity of the state government and state administrative bodies in accordance with the current legislation, as well as implementation of missions and functions of the state in accordance with their status and authorities. Administrative relations making the subject of legal regulation of civil service relations are legal model of the administrative relations identified in the legislation on civil service.
RECOMMENDATIONS

According to theoretical provisions and legislation on civil service, it can be said that the legal relations established upon activity of civil servants include both administrative relations based on mutual governmental relations, and the relations upon labor contract containing in it legal equality of the parties.

One of the typical characteristics of civil service legal relations is coincidence of the elements included in its structure with the labor legal relations. Labor relations of civil servants act as the integral part of the legal relations of the civil service. Here, legal relations attract attention mainly from two aspects. One of these relations is the legal relations established on civil administration based government – subordination principle. The other is legal relations established in accordance with the labor contract and implementation of constitutional labor relations in state organs based on freedom of labor principle. The main subject of both two legal relations is a civil servant. This aspect combines labor legal relations of civil servants in the system of relations of civil administration and labor contract character.

Labor relations of civil servants acts both as an integral part of the social-legal relations emerging in the process of organization of civil service, and also of individual-legal relations established during implementation of in-apparatus relations. Through mutual unity these administrative relations having social-legal and individual-legal character make a system of legal relations of a unified civil service.
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